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PRINTING ERRORS AND PAPER ABNORMALITIES ON THE 10 Rp BLUE STRUBLI (Zst. Nr. 23)

MIKE SHARP

Our visit to the philatelic display at the Communications Museum in Bern during the HPS's 'Lucerne 2016' event
prompted me to scrutinise my Strubli collection on my return. The 10 Rappen issue, which saw widespread usage
like the GB Penny Red, went through six different printings (A-G) on papers with four different thread colours. The
sizes of these issues vary from the rare 23Fll (estimated at 175,000) and 23Aa (200,000) to the abundant 23CIllh
(over 2,600,000) and the ubiquitous 23GIV (over 10,000,000). Differentiation of the issues is a challenge in itself
and findings can be inconclusive.
The operators at the time were producing an immense number of stamps in 11-hour shifts. Quality control was
difficult, particularly as, whilst the early Munich printing plates had a capacity to print 100 stamps at a time, the
Bern Mint initially had a plate capacity for 25 stamps; although subsequently a machine press with a 50 stamp
plate capacity was introduced. To meet the demand, printers were under pressure and it is not surprising that
errors on some printed sheets escaped any quality checks which might otherwise have justified rejection.
Urs Herman lists recorded “errors” in his handbook: 'Das Grosse Strubel-Handbuch, Band VI Schriftenreihe
Schweizerische Postgeschichte, Urs Hermann' (2006). He describes five particular categories of printing error:
1. Errors in borderline
2. Colourless and flaw
3. Colourless strokes and lines

4. Cliché repairs

5. Cliché repairs

Flaws linked to a particular plate position are the exception rather than the rule. I included examples of error
types 1-3 and 5, paper creases and double silk thread stamps in the informal display I gave at a recent HPS
Southern Group meeting in Whaddon. Some are shown below:

23E frame error

23G colourless
spot on shield

23C double impression*

23G colourless spots
on diamond and shield

23G frame error

23C colourless stroke/cross on spear*

23B paper crease
(not on a printing error)
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Those flaws highlighted * in the illustrations are listed in the general catalogue ('Schweizer Briefmarken Katalog
2016') alongside reference to the comet error. A more extensive schedule of errors can be found in the 'Strubel
Handbuch' (Herman 2006).
The 'Comet Flaw'
This error is widely recognised. An accessible translation of an article by Pierre Guinand in the 'BBZ' is translated
and reproduced in the AHPS Volume 23 (1997) pp14/15.
The issue of the 10 Rappen Strubel 23GlV was the final printing with an estimated 10,410,000 stamps produced.
Known period of use: 16 th June 1859 - 8th April 1863. Printing location: Bern. Paper source - Zürich. Thread colour:
Bluegreen.
The 'comet error' is associated with the G printing on a machine press which produced sheets of 50 stamps.
There are several variations of this flaw on the 10 Rappen 23G issue. They are:
1. Six white dots arranged as an arch, the largest close to the head of Helvetica.
2. As above with additional dots and interrupted colour line near the right shoulder.
3. Line extending transversely from the right knee and frame defect.
The illustrations below show a number of examples from my collection:

Postal use example: The single sheet letter below shows two of the associated errors described as Zustand II in the
Strubel-Handbuch. 23B4.218.ll. The letter cover bears the circular double ring cancellation of Lutry dated 2 nd
December 1861 administered at the point of posting. The second cancellation on the stamp is indistinct. On the
reverse is the circular double ring cancellation of the receiving Post Office at Vevey dated the 4 th December 1861.
Tariff: correct at 10 Rappen for a single letter sheet up to ½ loth weight over a distance between 10 and 48
kilometres (10 Wegstunden).

Conclusions: Several of my observations warrant further study, especially where there is a weak impression.
Finding the same flaw in a duplicate stamp adds credibility to any observation. This is a study in progress and is
proving to be an absorbing field of investigation furthering a deeper appreciation and understanding of the
production process.
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EDITH M. FAULSTICH

Peter Hobbs, the previous editor of our Newsletter, passed this article to me in a bundle of papers. I thought our
members might find it as interesting as I did. In an attractive story-telling/narrative style it gives a good insight
into the mind of a postal historian. The article was first published in the Journal of the American 'Postal History
Society' in December 1961. We are grateful to the Society for enabling us to republish it in our Newsletter today.
(Editor)
Sometimes a cover or two will do more to recall or aid in the comprehension of history than all the lessons we
learned in school. Such was the case in connection with the three covers illustrated with this article.
For years I have been collecting Swiss philatelic material and also have been a collector of old covers. My “old
covers” date to the C14th, but I was never able to obtain any postal items from Switzerland earlier than a 1618
gem that I had had for years. This was understandable, I was told, because the Swiss did not use a system of
communication as actively as did the people in neighbouring France, Italy and other countries during the period
before the C17th. Nevertheless I yearned for some earlier mail from that little country in the Alps.
After years of searching I came upon a C16th letter (dated 1574) by a Swiss but it was sent to Switzerland, not
from there.
Then one day I saw a listing in Robson Lowe's Postal History Auction Catalogue under 'Switzerland' which
described a cover dated 1458! I could not believe my eyes but sent in an extremely high bid at once as I did not
want to miss this one chance of getting a C15th letter from my favourite country. It seemed an eternity from the
time the bid left my desk until the day the mailman rang twice with a package containing the cover shown in Fig. 1
(see next page). True it was stained, but the description in the catalogue said it would be; and who can be
particular when one finds something one did not believe existed. To put it mildly, I was pretty excited.
But as my enthusiasm reached a crescendo I began to feel a few qualms. Why should such an elusive item
suddenly turn up ? And why did this so-called Swiss cover have a trademark which resembled so much the kind
that I found on many of my old Italian letters? * My heart sank. Could it actually be a letter from Genoa instead of
Vienna ? Certainly the manuscript marking on the back was not clearly decipherable but I took the word of the
Robson Lowe cataloguer as I knew the firm prided itself on the accuracy of its descriptions. Nevertheless I felt it
was wise to get some expert advice and headed to downtown New York to my favourite Swiss expert in this
country. (I speak of Ernest Bisegger who is back in his native Switzerland now but who is still a member of our
society.)
Cover Authenticated
Dr. Bissegger raved at my good fortune and intimated that I would never have acquired it had it come to his
attention. Then I told him of my fears. He studied the cover further and shook his head and said: “Maybe you have
a point. Maybe it is Genoa, for I have been collecting most of my life and this is the first C15th letter I have ever
seen, in private hands, from Switzerland.” He suggested that I ought to delve into the background of the letter
further.
My next step was to write to Mr. Lowe asking for details of the source of the cover and questioning the
authenticity of the description; stating that I intended to keep the cover in any case but wanted to be sure of its
genuineness before I used it for display. In another letter I wrote to Jean Winkler, the internationally known Swiss
postal historian (who is also a member of our society). I enclosed the cover and asked for his opinion and
expertisation.
Mr. Lowe reassured me completely giving some pertinent and interesting information about the substitution of
large 'X's for little 'v's, which I pass on for those members who may wish to study any C15th Italian merchant mail
which they possess. If one reads the manuscript marking on any of the three letters illustrated, it may be seen
that if this substitution is made we can decipher the word Geneva. Mr. Winkler also reassured me and
pronounced the cover genuine and definitely from Geneva and seemed to think I was fortunate to have acquired
it. Needless to say, my excitement was high.
*See the article by this author in the March 1958 'American Philatelist' entitled 'Those Strange Designs on C15th Italian Letters'.
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Fig. 1 left – 1458 Manuscript endorsement “Da Geneva”. This cover is shown up-side down so that the inscription “from Geneva” can be
seen (third line down). The letter is addressed to Venice and has the trademark of an Italian merchant.
Fig. 2 right – 1459 Letter from Geneva to Venice which also has an Italian merchant marking.

Curiosity Intensified
I have also learned on studying Italian history of this period that at this particular time the Venetians were not on
speaking terms with the people of Genoa. Hence there was little, if any, correspondence between the two cities,
and the letters illustrated are all addressed to Venice. This seemed further indication that the point of origin was
Geneva. But somehow I was still not completely satisfied. I wanted to know what all this was about. What pricked
my curiosity still further was that sometime later I was finally able to obtain two other covers (and cleaner ones!)
both with similar characteristics.(Fig. 2 above and Fig. 3 next page). But these three are the only ones I have ever
been able to obtain and I have spent hours studying the manuscript markings on C15th Italian merchants' letters
in my own collection and those in the collections of friends.
It was pretty clear to me by the time I acquired the third cover that all three letters were from Venetian merchants
in Switzerland in 1458 and 1459. What I wanted to know was: what were they doing over the high Alps in the little
country of Switzerland ?
I decided that the best thing to do was review my history of Geneva up to this period before studying the actual
time of these letters, and by this study I learned much of interest.
Geneva, an ancient city of the Allobroges, was first taken by the Romans in 121B.C. At one time it was the Bishop's
See. It fell to the Franks, passed to the Burgundian Kingdom and in the middle ages – with which we are most
concerned here – was ruled by the Counts, later Dukes, of Savoy.
It was in 1250 that the Counts of Savoy first appeared in connection with Geneva, being mortgagees of the
Genevois family. In 1265 they were called the Protectors of the city. Thus it was natural that the local citizenry
sought their aid against Bishop Robert of the Genevois. In 1287 Count Amadeus of Savoy seized the castle (which
had been built by the Bishops in 1288) and took over the office through which the Bishop had exercised minor
judicial rights. The new Bishop, William of Conflans, was unable to recover either and finally, in 1290, was forced
to recognise the authority of Savoy.
At the beginning of the next century, in 1309 to be specific, the citizens of Geneva organised themselves into a
corporation and elected four Syndics and evidenced their independent position by preparing a seal of the City of
Geneva. By 1365, after the Bishop had been threatened, the Count obtained from the Emperor the office of
Imperial Vicar over Geneva. But the next Bishop, William of Marcossay (1366-77) exercised his authority by
building a new wall around the city which had spread to considerable extent. By 1371 the Count was finally
renounced and one of his successors Adhemar Fabri (1385-88) codified and confirmed all the franchise rights and
privileges of the citizens. This grant, dated 1387, is called the Magna Carta of the City of Geneva.
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From the very beginning Switzerland was predominantly a country of international transit. Towns situated at the
great cross-roads endeavoured ??? to gain a position of economic prominence especially during the middle ages.
Visitors with “peaceful intent” were encouraged. Delegates from three cantons pledged themselves to “assist all
travellers, be they guest, countrymen or burghlar, foreign or local, and be they named what they will”. This indeed
fostered trade and commerce and is actually said to have been the beginning of the great Swiss tourist trade we
know today. In fact it lead to guides, to the availability of horses, to the establishment of inns, and all this led to
postal history, for soon some of the guides carried letters and some of the inns acted as unofficial post offices.
Geneva a Trade Centre
The most successful in attracting international trade was Geneva and the history books tell us that its fairs
encouraged merchants from many parts of Europe to attend. Its situation, at one end of the Lake of Geneva,
greatly favoured this development, as the lake was on the way from the markets of Flanders and Champagne to
Venice and the east on the one hand, and from the imperial towns of southern Germany to the south of France
and Spain on the other.

Fig. 3 left A letter (similar to Fig. 1) dated 1458, from Geneva to Venice.
Fig. 4 right A contemporary C15th picture showing Swiss and Italian merchants (perhaps the very ones who wrote these letters!) taking
leave of each other. In the background we see pack horses starting on their way across the Alps.

Times were unsettled as Switzerland welcomed the new C15th, but apparently the trade links continued to be
used. In 1401 Amadeus VIII of Savoy bought the County of the Genevois as the dynasty of its rulers became
extinct. Geneva was now surrounded on all sides by the dominions of the House of Savoy. In 1405 Amadeus paid
homage to the Bishop. He was most anxious to acquire Geneva for himself. When his power had been
strengthened by his elevation to Duke, by the Emperor in 1417, and by his succession to the City of Piedmont in
1418 (which had long been held by a cadet branch of his house) Amadeus attempted to purchase Geneva
outright. His offer was refused both by Bishop Hahn of Pierre Scise or Rochetaillee and by the citizens. Although
his real estate deal seems to have failed he was determined, so determined in fact, that in time he managed to get
himself elected Pope under the name of Felix V and promptly named himself to the vacant See of Geneva! Then
after his resignation of the papacy five years later (in 1449) until his death two years later, he managed to keep
the post and for the most part resided right there in Geneva. No doubt Amadeus had some part in the popular
Geneva fairs.
The Italian buyers were especialy interested in the French fabrics which they were able to purchase in Geneva
without going to the distant French markets for in 1393 Charles VI of France had finally abolished the bar on the
export of goods beyond the frontiers of France; and the French traders, who could meet their Italian customers
half way, took such advantage of this condition that the old Market Hall at Geneva was soon too small for their
requirements and a larger building was erected in 1415.
Can't you see the picture at the Geneva fairs and the rapid writing of letters back to the home offices? (Fig. 4)
Can't you imagine that there must be much of this mail somewhere – all from Geneva?
Many Fabrics Displayed
At these C15th fairs there was displayed black cloth from Tournai, purple cloth from Dijon and Chilon; grey, green,
deep blue and violet fabrics from Montivilliers. Normandy's share was so large by 1460 that its merchants asked
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the town of Geneva for a sales room of their own. Cloth masters of Rouen furnished cloth to the Protonotary of
Savoy. And, with the freeing of transit through France, Flemish visitors made their appearance at the fair. In fact, a
register of the time also mentions white cloth from London, and red cloth from England.
Besides these first-class imports, cheaper wares were also available and Fribourg's wool looms were active and of
considerable importance. The Fribourg people occupied a whole floor of the old building which was then called
Fribourg Hall, but it fell into disrepair and the town paid 200 guilders toward its enlargement and renovation.
In fact the number of Fribourg citizens taking part in the Geneva fairs was so great that even important legal
proceedings had to be suspended until their return. The weavers not only sold their finished goods at the Geneva
fairs but brought their wool yarns there as well and the dyers of Fribourg went there to buy saffron and woad,
vitriol and gall-nuts, tartar and alum. The tanners, who also used the last two items, ranked second amongst the
trades of Fribourg and they found Geneva a convenient place for buying Savoy hides.
One could go on and on about the fascinating story of the Geneva fairs, but the above may give the reader some
idea of their scope and their interest.
The three letters shown (Figs. 1-3) were written a few yeas after the death of the aforementioned Amadeus
during the time when the See was almost continuously held (from 1451 to 1522) by a cadet of the House of Savoy.
Probably during this time Geneva would have become an integral part of the realm of that House had it not been
for the appearance of a new “Protector” - the Swiss Confederation.
Fairs Reach the Height of Prosperity
In the early C15th the town of Fribourg made an alliance, we are told in the reference books, with Geneva “for
commercial purposes”. The reason given was that the cloth warehouses of Fribourg at Geneva were enlarged in
1432 (as we mentioned above) and again later. And that these fairs dated back to the C13th and were at the
height of their prosperity about the beginning of the C15th! No wonder, now that we see a picture of the activity
of the Geneva fairs, that we can understand why the Italian merchants were there and why they wrote back home
to report to their head offices.
Method of Transport Unkown
The author has not yet figured the way in which this mail was sent. Perhaps it was by special couriers of the firms,
but one can hardly imagine such couriers traipsing back and forth over the high Alps from Geneva to Venice. There
must have been some better way of getting mail hither and yon. Perhaps if more mail is found from the Geneva
fairs we may eventually discover how the transfer of letters was accomplished. Perhaps there was a half-way
station.
One thing is certain, if the Geneva fairs were of the scope which is indicated in the reference books there must be
more mail somewhere from Geneva when they were “at the height of their prosperity about the middle of the
C15th”.
The author has early postmarks from many of the towns which participated in the fairs but none of them at this
particular period. If collectors of other countries will ferret through their early covers and look for mail from the
Geneva fairs the writer would appreciate hearing of any that may be found. For now, after this bit of checking and
study, it not only does not seem strange that I have found three letters from the country of my choice by Italian
merchants in 1458 and 1459, but it does seem strange that others have not come to light in France or England or
other countries that participated so actively in this international market.
Bibliography
'The Story of a Nation' – L. Hug and R. Stead
'Switzerland and Its People' – Clarence Rook
The Ciba Review No. 62
'Mail from the World' – Laurin Zilliacus
The Helvetia Bulletin
The Helvetia News Letter
Booklets of the Swiss Postal Museum
The Encyclopedia Britannica
Correspondence with Jean Winkler of Zürich and Robson Lowe of London.
N.B. If any members feel that they can come up with an update on this article (including references to more recent
articles) your Editor would be very pleased to hear from you – I'm afraid I don't have the time to research it myself.
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H. SHELDRAKE

Some valuable information very much “from the horse's mouth” discovered in the September 1970 issue of the
HPS Newsletter. I thought I would pass it on to readers who may not have seen it in our Archive.(Editor)
On a recent visit to Europe to meet the “father” of Swiss Soldier Stamps – Frederick Bieri – some interesting
disclosures came to light on this subject. I present them as told to me by the soldier-artist himself – they are as
follows:
Herr Bieri has informed me that the well-known Swiss Soldier Stamps are not (and were never claimed to be) the
first Soldier Stamps issued in Europe. They are, however, the first issued by the military units themselves, at their
own risk and responsibility, and sold solely for charity.
According to information received by Herr Bieri from Ex-Judge P.F. Rampacher of Budapest, now nearly 90 years
old, who is an expert on all kinds of Regimental Stamps, Soldier Stamps and Military Labels, and owns a vast
collection of these, the Italian Army was the first to have Regimental Soldier Stamps.
He further stated that: “the Austrian Grand-Duke Franz Ferdinand (heir-apparent to the Austro-Hungarian throne
– assassinated in Sarajevo on 28th June 1914) saw some of these Regimental Stamps during a visit to Italy. On his
return home he ordered all Regiments of the Monarchy to issue Regimental Stamps. At the outbreak of World
War I further Regimental issues appeared, which were sold in aid of the War-widows and Orphans Fund. Germany
followed suit with a few Regimental Stamps and Switzerland produced its own Soldier Stamps, while at the same
time French and British Battleship Labels came onto the market.
Before World War I a certain Mr. D. (name withheld for obvious reasons) living in Paris, offered to supply the
French Regiments and other Army Units with Soldier Stamps. At the same time he asked a high-ranking officer for
a cash advance to cover expenses. This Officer, in the interests of his former Regiment, complied with the request.
The stamps appeared in due course and were sold to the troops. Unfortunately, the story has a bad ending.
Towards the end of the War, Mr. D. suddenly left France for South America, together with the proceeds of the
sales – which were not all intended for him! The same thing happened to the French and British Battleship issues,
which Mr. D. also produced (n.b. he also produced Soldier Stamps for some French Colonies, Serbia, Montenegro,
etc.).”
Judge Rampacher kindly sent Herr Bieri a couple of these British Battleship Labels, and I was told that they were
very badly designed, sloppily printed and without captions – in comparison with the really good Italian and French
Regimental Stamps, which are multi-coloured and perfect examples of the graphic art of that period.
On the visit to Switzerland to see Frederick Bieri, who gave me a wonderful welcome and most instructive
information on all fields of Philately, he showed me his French and Italian Regimental Stamps, also the label issued
in Britain to boost recruiting. It shows the picture of a cavalryman on his charger, with the caption 'ENLIST NOW'.
It was the sight of the French and Italian Regimental Stamps and the British label, which prompted Oberleutnant
Bieri in 1915 to issue the now famous first Swiss Soldier Stamps: Füs.-BAT. 30 and Füs.-Kp.IV/38, as souvenirs for
his comrades.
It would be interesting to know whether any readers of these notes ever saw or heard of the British Battleship
Labels, who sold them and the object of their sale (charity?).
Before 1914, labels with military subjects (not to be confused with cigarette cards which Bieri collected as a
schoolboy, during the 1890s in London), were often used for purely advertising purposes. The finest examples of
this kind known to Judge Rampacher are those produced by the firm of Wentz and Co., Berlin; and the Judge is of
the opinion that a few of the firm's pictures were probably used by some German regiments for their own stamps.
May I add that Judge Rampacher carefully classifies all Regimental and Soldier Stamps as 'Vignettes', meaning
non-philatelic labels. According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word 'vignette' as used in English, has nothing to do
with a label. I have, therefore, in these notes used the word 'stamp' in its stead. And the difference between a
'stamp' and a 'label'? - the Regimental and similar issues are 'stamps' and 'British Battleships' and 'Enlist Now' are
'labels'.
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In Switzerland, collectors use the expression 'Military Stamps' for official postal issues listed in the philatelic
catalogues, and 'Soldier Stamps' for everything else issued by military sources.
In conclusion, I should like to express my deep gratitude to Frederick Bieri, and indirectly to Judge Rampacher for
all the information I received, which I trust will be of interest to everyone who studies the history of Soldier
Stamps.
In a subsequent display at an HPS meeting and in an 'Appreciation' of Herr Bieri, Mr. Sheldrake informed us that:
“Born in 1889, Major Bieri spent the first 16 years of his life in England. He was a great lover of this country and
from 1903-6 he served in the London Rifle Brigade. His family returned to Switzerland in 1906 and became a
commercial artist, doing much work for the International Red Cross (IRC). As a soldier in the 4 th Company of the
28th Fusiliers he designed the first Swiss Soldier Stamps and in fact a very large proportion of the total issued in
WWI. He became a Captain in about 1924. Called up again in WWII, he designed a further 9 stamps. During that
war he was an inspector of POW camps in England for the IRC and later, in the aftermath of the Korean War, he
was in North Korea as a member of the Neutral Nations Team supervising the carrying out of armistice terms. At
the age of 70 he went to Japan with the Red Cross team which supervised repatriation of Koreans there who
wished to go to North or South Korea. He had a fine collection of stamps in 150 volumes, particularly strong in
Korea and Switzerland and was for many years a member of the China P. S. of London. He died in November 1971
aged 82.” Mr. Sheldrake described him as “the grand old gentleman of Berne …. one of the kindest of men …... the
best friend I ever had in writing to collectors abroad”.
If any members have examples of the early Italian, Austrian, German or French Regimental Stamps/Vignettes or
the British Battleship Labels mentioned in the article I would be grateful if you could send me a scan(s), so that I
can show some of them in a future edition of the Newsletter. Don't forget, the Society's Archive is a mine of
information on Swiss philately – it's all on the Society's CD-ROM. (Editor)
LOOKING FOR A NOSTALGIC TRAIN TRIP THIS SUMMER?
An article in 'Swiss Express' (No. 128) suggests that the opening of the Gotthard Base Tunnel has generated much
interest in the 'Old Gotthard' rail route, partly from the local and international “nostalgia market”. The traditional
operator SBB will continue to provide a year-round Regional Express service on the old line between Erstfeld and
Bellinzona which will link with Lugano and the Ticino S-Bahn operation. There will also be a 'Gotthard Panorama
Express' premium service with panorama coaches and restaurant cars running from Flüelen to Bellinzona and
Lugano from April to October; and a 'Gotthard Weekender' service from Zürich to Bellinzona. The Südostbahn rail
company (SOB) is also interested in providing new regular-interval services from Basel to Lugano and Zürich to
Lugano.
NEXT REGIONAL MEETINGS
Northern Group - Saturday 4th March 2017 – 'Chairman's Presentation'; 25th March 2017 – Group AGM and
'Members' Choice/New Acquisitions' – both at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at
2.00pm. Further details from David Hope: Tel. 0161 3030091.
Southern Group - Saturday 18th March 2017 - 'Swiss TPOs' by Philip Vaughan; 3rd June - 'Censored Mail' by Alison
Kilpatrick and 7th October - suggestions, please! Additional short displays from the members present are
welcomed. Venue: 'The Three Crowns' P.H. in Whaddon, Wilts. from 10.30am to approx. 4.00pm. Further details
from Werner Gattiker: – Tel. 01273 845 501; website - werner@swisstamps.co.uk.
OTHER EVENTS
12th-14th May 2017 PHILEXPO ‘17, (small, Level 2 National Exhibition) to be held at Sport- and Culture Centre, Tägi
in Wettingen, Switzerland. Website: www.philexpo.ch
29th September - 1st October 2017 GABRA VI (a non-competitive exhibition of Postal Stationery and general postal
history covers) to be held in Burgdorf, Switzerland. Further information available on the website of the Swiss
Postal Stationery Society: www.ganzsachen.ch click on GABRA VI.
25th-27th August 2017 HERTOGPOST 2017 (a multilateral Exhibition for Germany, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland and Slovenia) to be held at Maaspoort Halls, ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands.
Website: www.multilaterale2017.nl
17th-20th May 2018 NABA LUGANO 2018 (a full National Exhibition) to be held at Centro Esposizioni Padiglione
Conza, Via Castagnola 15, CH-6900 Lugano. Website: www.luganophila.ch
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DAVID COLMAN/ ADRIAN KEPPELL

There may be many covers addressed to Karl Bickel, nevertheless David Colman was quite excited to find a cover
addressed to him at a very modest price on the Delcampe website. David writes: “he was perhaps the greatest
engraver of Swiss stamps in the 20th century, and is something of a hero to any Swiss philatelist. Fittingly the
cover shown above left, bears postage paid with the 3c and 5c stamps from the 1936 Landscape series all of which
Bickel designed and engraved. It was sent on 7 th June 1947 addressed to Wallenstadtberg where he lived, needing
no other postal address details to ensure its delivery. The intriguing elliptical Locarno mark on the cover is
modelled on those in Group 68 as listed by Andres and Emenegger for use in the early 1880s, but which does not
include one for Locarno.”
Above Wallenstadtberg he painstakingly built over 25 years. his celebrated monument Paxmal (see illustration
above right). Paxmal, begun in 1942, reflected his pacifism as its name suggests, and is a venerated site attracting
large numbers of tourists. Fittingly he was the designer of three of the Armistice (PAX) series of stamps printed in
1945, the 3, 5 and 10 Franc stamps.”
In the April/May 2016 editions of the Newsletter it was reported that 'Gibbons Stamp Monthly' had published a 2part article by Adrian Keppell on the many stamp designs and engravings of Karl Bickel Senior. The complete
article can be accessed on Adrian's website – rerrick@btopenworld.com He has now produced a further article
describing the close relationship between Karl Bickel and his son, Karl Bickel Junior which was published in the
February 2017 edition of 'Stamp Magazine'. Like his article in Gibbons, it received front-page coverage, this time
with an enlarged illustration of the portrait of architect Carlo Maderno on the 1956 Pro Juventute stamp. Karl
Bickel Jr. was a portrait painter and, encouraged by his father, also a stamp engraver. Adrian explains that they
collaborated on the production of three particular stamps: the Swiss PJ of Maderno and, in the 1960s, two for
Liechtenstein – the 1fr. portrait of the historian and politician Peter Kaiser and the 10fr. high-value depicting a
wood sculpture of the Madonna and Child. Their partnership working was only officially acknowledged on the 4stamp sheetlet of the high value stamp – the wording in the margin being "entwurf + stahlstich K. Bickel + Sohn
Walenstadtberg".
As Swiss philatelic subjects only occasionally feature in the British philatelic press, the prominence given to
Adrian's articles should be applauded.
NEW MEMBER
NEVILE NELDER
I am pleased to announce a welcome return to the Society of one of our former members Bob Brown who lives in
South East England. We hope he will take advantage of all the benefits that membership entitles him to.
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THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING AND AGM 2017
NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY
st
nd
The National Meeting will be held on Saturday 1 and Sunday 2 April 2017 in Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. The
Society's AGM will take place at the venue during the Sunday morning session. If you have not already booked and
would like to attend, please send your booking form (attached to your January Newsletter) and remittance to the
Treasurer, Norton Wragg, as soon as possible and make your hotel reservation direct to the hotel mentioning the
Society. The agenda for the AGM is set out below:
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Stonehouse Court Hotel, Stonehouse, Glos. - 2 nd April 2017
1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Sunday 1 st May 2016
3. Matters arising
4.Chairman's Address
5. Hon. Secretary's Report
6. Hon. Treasurer's Report – Statement of Accounts for the year ending 11 th December 2016 – 2017 Budget and
2017 Subscription Rates
7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Report of Packet Secretary
9. Report of Librarian
10. Newsletter – Editor's Report
11. Website – Webmaster's Report
12. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2017-18
13. Motions and Resolutions
14. Any Other Business, including any matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting.
NOMINATIONS for the election of Officers and Members of the Committee should be sent to the Hon. Secretary
in writing to reach him by not later than Saturday 25 th March 2017. The nominee must have agreed to his/her
nomination.
Neville Nelder Hon. Secretary

David Hope Chairman

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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